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1. Introduction

Arguing from Experience was introduced in (Wardeh et al. 2008a) to provide a
computational model of argument based on inductive reasoning from past expe-
rience. The model allows participants to draw directly from past examples to find
reasons for coming to a view on some current example (case), without the need to
analyse this experience into rules and rule priorities. Such reasoning can be found
in informal everyday arguments, where we often make use of our (personal) expe-
rience when conversing with other people, by observing certain regularities in this
experience, and then employing these regularities to back up what is being said.
To model this, instead of drawing rules from a knowledge base, we construct our
arguments on the fly using Association Rule Mining (ARM) techniques (Coenen
et al. 2004, Wardeh et al. 2007).

The setting in which we explore this approach is a debate about how to classify
an example, the identified associations then provide reasons for and against par-
ticular classifications. This form of argument differs from the more common style
of arguments (e.g. (Prakken 2006)) generated from a knowledge base, where the
existence of a theory in the form of a collection of rules is presupposed. In systems
based on knowledge bases, persuasion occurs through one participant telling the
other(s) something previously unknown, either a fact or a rule: in arguing from
experience, opinions on rules differ in respect of confidence, and the participants
try to find a rule they both can accept on the basis of their different experience.

Arguing from experience offers several advantages:

1. it is a common form of natural argument;
2. it avoids the knowledge acquisition bottleneck, since there is no requirement

to rationalise experience into rules;
3. the arguments are not constrained by a predetermined theory, but can be

adapted to the current context and opponents;
4. it can allow the different experiences of different agents to be considered

separately, whereas merging this experience would mask significant consi-
derations.

In the context of previous work the PADUA Protocol (Wardeh et al. 2008a) allo-
wed two agents to dispute a binary classification. This was extended (Wardeh et al.
2009a), the PISA Framework, so that more than two participants could engage in
a dialogue, and thus allow argument about problems with a range of classifications,
with each participant championing a different possibility. In this paper we present
a much more flexible version of the protocol, implemented as an extension to PISA,
to allow groups of agents to argue for a classification. It is conjectured that groups
of agents collaborating to produce some result will be more effective than if the
agents were operating in isolation. Agents advocating the same or a similar thesis
can confer and jointly select which arguments to put forward. This extension raises
a number of issues:

1. the process by which such agents can collaborate;
2. how to form such groups and what roles to assign to their members;
3. how to facilitate the discussion within these groups in order to produce a

single argument to present to opponents.

With respect to the first issue we have proposed that such agents should form
what we term a Group of Participants that can make a single move rather than
acting independently to achieve the same outcome. The proposed mechanism to
address the second two issues will be given later in this paper.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a summary of the PISA
framework is given. The notion of strategy in PISA is introduced in Section 3. In
Section 4 we explain the process by which agents can join forces and argue as a
group (team). Section 5 provides a detailed example of the process described in the
previous section. In Section 6 we present the results of a series of experiments which
we have performed to explore the operation of PISA with groups so as to determine
whether groups improve the quality of the classifications. Section 7 provides some
comparison with related previous work. Finally we conclude with a summary of
the main points and some future directions.

2. PISA Framework for Arguing from Experience

As described in (Wardeh et al. 2009a), PISA is concerned with dialogues where
there is a range of options (classes) for classification, and each of the participants
is the advocate of one of these options. In order to accommodate situations where
there are more agents than opinions, the extensions presented here will enable the
agents to act in groups (Section 4), one group for each opinion. PISA dialogues are
open: participants may enter or leave when they wish. For turn taking, a structure
with rounds is adopted, rather than a linear structure where a given agent is
selected as the next speaker (e.g. the turn taking protocol in (Bel-Enguix and
Lopez 2006), where the current speaker chooses who will speak next). In each
round, any participant who can make a legal move may do so. There is no limitation
on the number of parties that can participate in any round but, to simplify the
game, each participant is limited to one move per round. This turn taking policy
allows participants to place their attacks/counter attacks as soon as they become
appropriate, without the need to wait for a turn to contribute. This is not perhaps
the most usual structure for human meetings, but it can be found in some board
games such as Diplomacy, which also has the feature of a many player game in
which every player is the opponent of every other player.

It is suggested that the structure is particularly appropriate in order to achieve
fairness in situations where every participant is playing for themselves, and has
to regard every other participant as an opponent. The game terminates when no
participant makes a contribution for two rounds (to ensure that they have really
finished and not simply withheld a move for tactical reasons) or after some limiting
number of rounds have been played: thus the termination of the game is guaranteed.
The model is essentially that of a facilitated discussion, with the chairperson acting
as the facilitator. The realisation of this model and the choices summarised above
are considered in the following sub-sections.

2.1. The Components of the PISA Framework

The PISA framework comprises three key components:

1. A number of Participant Agents (players), each advocating one opinion
(goal/view/possible classification).

2. A software agent playing the role of mediator, the chairperson; which does
not advocate any position, but rather manages and facilitates communica-
tion between the clashing Participant Agents.

3. A central argument structure, termed the Argumentation Tree, which stores
the arguments exchanged in the course of PISA dialogues.
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In the following subsections each of these three components will be briefly dis-
cussed.

2.1.1. The Participant Agents

Each Participant Agent has its own individual repository of experience, in the
form of tabular dataset, D, which is defined as follows. Given a global set of binary
valued attributes I = {i1, i2, · · · , in} describing the domain of discourse, each re-
cord in D comprises some subset of I. Thus each record represents a “case” which
has a set of features described in terms of a subset of I.

Using their distinct tabular datasets PISA Participant Agents produce reasons
for and against classifications by mining Association Rules (ARs) from their da-
tasets using Association Rule Mining (ARM) techniques. Additionally, the agents
are equipped with a strategy model (Section 3) to help them in generating their
arguments. ARM is a data mining technique used to identify frequently occurring
patterns (subsets of I) in tabular data sets (of the form defined above) from which
ARs can be derived (Agrawal et al. 1993). A pattern in this context is considered
to be “frequently occurring” if it occurs in more than a certain percentage (S) of
the records in D; the number of occurrences of a pattern X in D is referred to
as the support for that pattern (support(X)), and S is referred to as the support
threshold. ARM is usually conducted in an apriori manner whereby frequent pat-
terns of cardinality 1 are first generated, then cardinality 2, and so on. The issue
here is, of course, that there are potentially 2n − 1 frequent patterns (where n is
the number of attributes). However, the search space can be significantly reduced
by observing that if a pattern is not frequent then none of its supersets will be
frequent. The ARM algorithms used in PISA can also take advantage of the fact
that in most cases we are only interested in patterns featuring a small sub set of the
global set of attributes I. The ARM undertaken with respect to PISA is therefore
extremely efficient. Details of the PISA ARM algorithms can be found in (Wardeh
et al. 2007)). It should also be noted here that the operation of ARM is such that
there is no issue concerning missing data.

Association Rules (ARs) (Agrawal et al. 1993) are probabilistic relationships of
the form A→ W which should be read as follows: if A is true then W is likely to
be true, or A is a reason to think W is true where A and W are disjoint subsets
of some global set of attributes. The antecedent A and consequent W of an AR
are disjoint subsets of I, the union of A and W therefore describes the frequent
pattern from which the AR was derived (note that a number of ARs can be derived
from any given frequent pattern of cardinality greater than 1). In the context
of‘ Arguing from Experience, ARs represent a means to draw arguments from
individual experiences. Such arguments can be read as follows: In my experience,
typically things with features A are Ws; this case has those features, so it is likely
to be a W. Likelihood in this context is defined in terms of a confidence value
expressed as a percentage. Thus given an AR A→W the confidence is calculated
as: support(X∪W )×100÷support(X). To further limit the number of associations
only those rules whose confidence exceeds a user specified confidence threshold are
accepted.

Each Participant Agent can use one of six speech acts, which collectively form
the basic building blocks for constructing dialogues in the proposed model. These
speech acts fall under three basic types: (i) stating a position, (ii) attacking a
position and (iii) refining a position, as follows:

Stating a position: Propose Rule (SA1). Allows generalisations of experience
to be cited, by proposing a new AR with a confidence higher than a certain
threshold (SA here stands for Speech Act).
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Attacking a position: We provide three ways of attacking a proposal, two of which
reduce the confidence of a previously proposed rule, while the third proposes a
rule with higher confidence than an exisiting rule. This: (i) Distinguish (SA2),
whereby the agents attempt to mine a new rule, by the adding some new pre-
mise(s) (from the case under discussion) to a previously proposed rule, so that
the confidence of the new rule is lower than the confidence of the original rule.
If such a rule exists, then the agent can put forward SA2; (ii) Unwanted Conse-
quences (SA3), allows the inclusion of additional features in the consequences
(conclusions) of the rule under discussion that do not match the case under
consideration; and (iii) Counter Rule (SA4), used in a very similar manner to
propose rule (SA1) to cite reasons for supporting a different classification.
Refining a position: These speech acts enable the modification of a previously
played rule to meet objections: (i) Increase Confidence (SA5), whereby the
agent attempts to mine a new rule, by adding additional features (from the
case) to the prrmises of the a rule previously played to increase the confidence
of the previous rule; and (ii) Withdraw unwanted consequences (SA6) excludes
the unwanted consequences of a rule previously proposed, while maintaining a
certain level of confidence.

Note that the proposed speech acts are very different from those found in persua-
sion dialogues based on belief bases, a summary of which can be found in (Prakken
2006). Rather, these speech acts, especially SA1, SA2 and SA4, have a strong re-
semblance to the speech acts used in arguing on the basis of precedent examples
in common law, especially (Aleven 1997, Ashley 1990). The PISA speech acts
differ from case based reasoning in law, however, as they reflect the whole of an
individual agent’s experience, represented by a dataset of previous examples used
collectively, rather than a single case taken to be the closest precedent. Unlike legal
decisions, the authority of PISA’s arguments comes from the frequency of occu-
rrence in the set of examples rather than endorsement of a particular decision by
a court with the appropriate status.

2.1.2. The Chairperson

The Chairperson is a neutral agent which administers a variety of tasks to facili-
tate multiparty Arguing from Experience dialogues. This mediator agent resembles
the mediator artefact suggested in (Oliva et al. 2008a) and has the following res-
ponsibilities:

Starting a dialogue involving a set of participants to classify a given case.
Accepting or rejecting proposed moves.
Maintaining the “Argumentation Tree” (see below) so as to reciord the moves
made by the participants and the consequent changes in the status of the argu-
ments.
Making decisions regarding agents requesting to join or to withdraw.
Monitoring the dialogue; namely registering, for each round played, which agents
have taken part and which have not.
Terminating the dialogue once a termination condition is satisfied.
Announcing the game’s winner through consultation of the Argumentation Tree.
Excluding (removing) participants from the game if they fail to contribute in the
game for a predetermined number of rounds.

2.1.3. The Argumentation Tree

The notion of an Argumentation Tree is used in PISA to describe the central
data structure representing the arguments exchanged in a dialogue, and the attack
relations between those arguments. This tree acts as a mediating artifact for the
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Table 1. The colours used in the Argumentation Tree.

Colour Meaning Shifts to
Green SA1, SA4, SA5 or SA6 node, undefea-

ted in the given round.
Red: If attacked by at least one undefeated node.
Purple If indirectly attacked by an undefeated green
node with higher confidence.

Red The node is defeated in the given
round.

Green: If all attacks against it are successfully defeated
and the original node colour was green.
Blue: If all attacks against it are successfully defeated
and the original node colour was blue.

Blue SA2 or SA3 move node undefeated in
the given round.

Red: If attacked by at least one undefeated node.

Purple SA1, SA4, SA5 or SA6 move node indi-
rectly attacked by a higher confidence
green node, played by a different par-
ticipant.

Green: If all attacks against it are successfully defea-
ted, and if the move(s) indirectly attacking this node
was defeated.
Red: If attacked by at least one undefeated node.

dialogue of the sort advocated in (Oliva et al. 2008b). The tree structure compri-
ses the arguments put forward by the participants; the nodes represent arguments,
child nodes attack parent nods. The tree uses four colours to mark the status of the
arguments played so far, and two types of links: explicit links representing direct
attacks, and implicit links representing indirect attacks. The issue of addressing
that arises in multiparty dialogues is resolved via the direct links. A move is ad-
dressed to the participant that played the argument attacked by this move (except
for the first move in the game which is addressed to all the other participants).

Thus the nodes of the argumentation tree represent the arguments (speech acts
or moves) exchanged in the dialogue, and the links between them represent the
attack relations between these moves. Each node has one of four colours: green,
blue, red or purple. Nodes are either green or blue when introduced: green if they
propose a new AR (SA1,SA4,SA5,SA6); or blue if they only attempt to undermine
an existing association (SA2, SA3). Red nodes are those directly under attack and
purple nodes are those indirectly attacked. Nodes change their colour according to
Table 1. The tree also has a global value: the Green Confidence, which represents
the highest confidence of the undefeated green node(s).

When a participant plays a move (m), it must satisfy a number of conditions
in order to be added as a node to the Argumentation Tree, otherwise it will be
rejected. These conditions are as follows:

m is added to the tree if and only if it changes the colouring of the tree. In conse-
quence participants are not allowed to attack, for instance, red nodes (defeated
moves), as these attacks will not change the colouring of the red node, nor that
of the branch of the Argumentation Tree in which the red node is located. Note,
however, that participants may attack purple nodes, as direct attacks against
purple nodes will change their colouring to red.
m must explicitly attack the move it is associated with (parent node).
A participant can put forward only one move per round (deciding which rule to
play is strategy issue).
Participants cannot play moves that weaken their position, such that another
participant would take the lead. This condition holds when a participant tries
to attack a blue node that was originally made to attack an argument proposed
by other participants, unless this move changes the colouring of that argument
to purple.

Additionally there are conditions to guard against repetition of the same or
similar moves, to avoid needless repetition and the possibility of endless loops. A
similar move is one where the content of the move is an AR with the same premises
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and consequent (conclusion) of a previously played AR, differing only in the degree
of confidence. Thus:

A participant cannot repeat the same attacking move (with the same AR) against
different opponents if:
� this attack is either a distinguishing or unwanted consequences attack, or
� if all of the other previously played moves using this attack are still green

(undefeated) on the Argumentation Tree.
Participants cannot attack an opponent using moves that have already been
played against and defeated by this opponent.
Suppose two or more participants have coincidentally attacked the same oppo-
nent in the same round, using similar attacks. If the confidence is equal in all of
these attacks, then the participant under attack is required to defend its proposal
against them once only. Otherwise the chairperson chooses the attack with the
highest confidence (lowest confidence in case of distinguishing) and discards the
rest.

Moves attack one another as follows:

Moves with speech acts SA1, SA4, SA5 and SA6 implicitly attack all other SA1,
SA4, SA5 and SA6 moves played by other participants, which have content with
lower confidence.
Moves SA2 and SA3 affect only the nodes they directly attack.

Once a game has terminated, the chairperson consults the Argumentation Tree
to determine the winner. The winner has to satisfy one of the following rules:

Rule 1: If all the green nodes belong to the same participant, then the classifi-
cation (goal/view) supported by that participant is undefeated. The case under
discussion is classified accordingly. This condition is realised when no other par-
ticipant has played an undefeated move with higher or similar confidence.
Rule 2: If there are no green nodes, and all the blue nodes were played by the
same participant, that participant wins, and the case is classified according to
this participant’s proposed classification (goal/view) by virtue of the fact that it
defeates all other posible classifications.

It is not always the case that the dialogue games conducted within PISA result
in a clear winner. There are two scenarios:

1. Upon the termination of the game, there may be two or more green nodes
with the same confidence, each belonging to a different participant. This
situation may occur if the confidence value of these nodes are the highest
(indirectly attacking all the other potentially green nodes), or if all the
other nodes with higher confidence values are defeated.

2. The Argumentation Tree may not contain any green moves at the end of
the game; because, for example, all the green moves have been defeated in
the course of the game. Alternatively, the undefeated blue nodes may have
been played by a number of different participants.

The first case is considered a strong tie situation, as the participants have actually
proposed an opinion within the game. One possible solution is to initiate a new
game involving only the tying parties and see how this game develops. However,
there is no guarantee that this game will not also lead to another tie. In this case
the chairperson will be forced to announce a tie (after the second game or after
predefined number of games with the tying parties from previous ones). The second
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case is seen as a weak tie situation, as the tying participants did not actually have
any positive support for their classifications at the end of the game. In such cases
enforcing a second game may be of benefit, but with the requirement that the
participants should propose as many reasons for their classifications as they can
this time, by adopting a appropriate and possibly different strategy.

In the next section we will formally define the ideas introduced in this section.

2.2. PISA Formal Framework

PISA is formally defined as follows:

PISA =< Chairperson, ArgumentationTree, Participants > (1)

where Participants is the set of Participant Agents taking part in a PISA dialogue,
such that ∀P ∈ Participants:

P =< Di, Ai > (2)

Where:

Di = {R1, R2, ..., Rm} is a set of tabular dataset records. Each record R ∈ D
is a subset of attributes in I = {i1, i2, .., ik} (the global set of attributes). Each
attribute i ∈ I has a set of possible values Vi = {vi1 , vi2 , ..., vim

}. An AR ar(P →
Q, c) can be identified in Di as follows:
� P : the premises of the rule - P = {(ip1 , vx1), (ip2 , vx2)(ipk

, vxk
)} - such that for

each tuple (iph
, vxj

): iph
∈ I and vxj

∈ Viq
.

� Q: the conclusion of the rule - Q = {(iq1 , vy1), (iq2 , vy2)(iqh
, vyh

)} - such that
for each tuple (iqh

, vyj
): iqh

∈ I and vyj
∈ Viq

.
� P ∩Q = ∅
� c: rule confidence, which means that c % of the records in Di that contain

P also contain Q (the conditional probability of Q given P (Agrawal et al.
1993)).

A = {A1, ..An} the set of Participant Agents:

∀Ai ∈ A : Ai =< nameAi
, CAi

, ΣAi
, VAi

, playAi
> (3)

Where:
� nameAi

is the Participant Agent name.
� CAi = {c1, c2, ..cn} the set of classifications supported by this agent (i.e. the

agent will try to prove that the case under discussion should be classified as
one of these classes) In this application of PISA CAi has one element only
CAi = {cAi

}.
� ΣAi

is a representation of the underlying dataset Di. This representation
enables participants to mine for the suitable ARs as needed. For instance, ΣAi

might be represented as the following tuple: ΣAi
=< TDi

, Conf, GenrAi
>.

Where: TDi
is a summarising tree of the dataset Di; Conf is the Confidence

Threshold, representing the lowest acceptable confidence (rules with confidence
lower than this threshold are considered to represent invalid arguments); and
GenrAi

is a function that mines a suitable rule, from the summarising data
structure according to some set of conditions Cond: GenrAi

: TDi
Cond→ ra.
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� VAi
represents the agent’s view of the underlying Argumentation Tree struc-

ture. The implementation of this view depended on the agents’ strategies: it
could take into consideration only the moves that have been added to this
structure in the last round; or a more sophisticated view covering the entire
tree, or anything in between.

� playAi
is the strategy function for agents taking part in PISA games. The

specification of this function is given in Section 3.

The Argumentation Tree is defined as follows:

ArgT :< Nodes, Attack > . (4)

Where Nodes = {n0, .., nm} are the nodes of the argumentation tree such that
max(|Nodes|) < predefinedthreshold. Attack is the attack relation between the
tree’s nodes, as represented by the direct and indirect attacks identified previously.

The Chairperson entity is defined in the form of a tuple as follows:

Chairperson =< P,ϕ, Diaginitial, Diagtie, start, O > (5)

Where:

P is a protocol specifying the legal moves at each stage of a dialogue. P is
formally defined as the function, P : M → 2M , where M is the set of possible
moves. Thus P indentifies the combination rules for the dialogue games taking
place under this framework. Table 2 summarises these rules and indicates where
a new set of reasons is introduced to the discussion. Each move m ∈ M is a
tuple m =< sa, content > such that: sa ∈ SA is the move’s speech act; SA
represents the Speech Acts discussed in Sub-section2.1.1, content is the content
of this move (content = ar(p→ Q, c)).
ϕ is the instance under discussion.
diaginitial is the PISA initial dialogue such that diaginitial = dm1...dmn; where
dmi ∈ DM is a dialogue move, dm =< Ai, H, m, t >, and:
� Ai ∈ A is the agent that utters the move.
� H ⊆ A denotes the set of agents to which the move is addressed.
� m ∈M is the move.
� t ∈ DM is the target of the move (the move which it replies to). Note that

dm1 (the initial move) does not reply to any other move.
Diagtie is the set of PISA dialogues used to resolve ties, such that |DiagT ie| ≤
TS, where TS is a predefined threshold.
start: a function that begins a certain PISA dialogue, e.g. start(diagtie ∈
Diagtie) begins a tie resolution dialogue, start(diaginitial) begins the initial one.
O denotes the outcome rules of the dialogues. These rules define, for each dialogue
d ∈ (Diagtie+diaginitial) and instance ϕ, the winners and losers of d with respect
to ϕ . Here PISA applies the following rules:

1. *** MAYA CAN YOU WRITE THESE IN THE FORM OF IF... THEN
... RULES? **** Winners: wϕ(d, Aw ⊆ A) is true if ∀Ai ∈ Aw, then: CAi

⊆
O(d, ϕ).

2. Losers: lϕ(d, Al ⊆ A) is true if ∀Ai ∈ Al, then: ∀c ∈ CAi
thenc /∈ O(d, ϕ).

3. O(d, ϕ) = {o1, .., om} such that ∀o ∈ O, then: o ∈
⋃j=|A|

j=1 (CAj), and:
� o ∈ consequences(AR(NG)): NG ∈ Node(ArgT ) and the colour of each
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Table 2. The legal next speech acts in PISA.

Speech Act Label Next Speech Act

SA1 Propose Rule SA3, SA 2, SA4
SA2 Distinguish SA3, SA5, SA1
SA3 Unwanted Cons SA6, SA1
SA4 Counter Rule SA3, SA2, SA1
SA5 Increase Conf SA3, SA2, SA4
SA6 Withdraw Unwanted Cons SA3, SA2, SA4

node from NG is Green, or
� o ∈ CdominantBlue such that dominantBlue ∈ A and it has played all the

blue nodes on the Argumentation Tree.
4. If |wϕ| > 1 then there is a tie between the agents in Aw.

2.3. PISA Dialogue Protocol

If we assume that we have an instance that requires classification and a number
of PISA Participant agents, each promoting one of the possible classifications in
the domain from which this instance was drawn; the PISA dialogue protocol works
as follows:

1. Before the start of the dialogue the chairperson selects one participant
(P1 = (A1, D1) ∈ Participants) to start the dialogue. At the first round
P1 proposes a new argument ARG1 (the content of dm1) such that the
confidence of this argument is higher than the user-defined threshold. The
chairperson instantiates a new argumentation tree, whose root represents
ARG1. If P1 fails to play an opening move, the chairperson selects another
participant to commence the dialogue. If all the participants fail to propose
an opening argument, the dialogue terminates with failure.

2. In the second round the other participants attempt to attack ARG1 using
one of the attacking speech acts discussed previously. If all the participants
fail to attack ARG1, the dialogue terminates, and the case is classified
according to the rule advanced by P1. Otherwise, the argumentation tree
data structure is updated with the submitted attacks.

3. Before the beginning of each of the subsequent rounds, the chairperson re-
moves the Participant Agents that have not taken part in the last m rounds
from the dialogue and updates the Argumentation Tree accordingly. If only
one agent remains in the game after all the other participants have with-
drawn or were removed by the chairperson then the dialogue is terminated,
and the case is classified according to the class promoted by this partici-
pant. Otherwise, any participant who can play a legal move, according to
the protocol presented in Table 1, can do so; and the argumentation tree
data structure is updated with the submitted attacks

4. If one round passes without any participant making a legal move, the chair-
person informs all the involved agents that the dialogue will terminate in
the following round if they do not make any move.

If two consecutive rounds pass without any new moves being submitted to the
argumentation tree, or if n rounds have passed without reaching an agreement, the
chairperson terminates the dialogue. Then, it consults the argumentation tree to
identify the winner(s). If no winner can be identified, a tie-break dialogue is intiated
between the tied parties, and the dialogue restarts from step 1. Otherwise, the case
under discussion is classified according to the classification proposed by the winner.
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The suggested facilitated discussion scenario enjoys the following advantages:

It increases the flexibility of the overall operation of PISA: By assigning the
majority of protocol surveillance to the chairperson the system gains significant
flexibility with regard to the participating agents. For instance the system can
be switched between “closed” and “open” by applying a few limited changes to
the chairperson definition, while the rest of the participants remain unaffected.
It is a very simple structure: There is no complicated turn taking procedure
involving a choice of the next participant, allowing the internal implementation
of the participants to be kept as simple as possible.
It provides a fair dialogue environment : The organisational configuration of the
dialogue is neutralised by restricting the control tasks to the chairperson, which
is not allowed to take sides in the dialogue.

3. Strategy Model for PISA

The interaction of arguments in PISA is viewed as a form of argumentation
dialogue game (e.g. (McBurney and Parsons 2002)). This section is concerned with
the strategy1 problem in PISA: choosing the best move from the set of possible
moves available to each Participant Agent at each round of the PISA dialogues. The
outline of the PISA strategy problem is as follows: each agent must select (i) the kind
of move to be presented in the dialogue; (ii) the particular content of the move; and,
most importantly, (iii) an opponent to direct this move against. We think that the
notion of speech acts and content selection in PISA is best captured at different
levels, as suggested in (Moore 1993). A six-level strategy model was therefore
designed for individual player agents taking part in PISA dialogues. The proposed
six levels are divided into two tiers. The lower tier encapsulates the basic strategy
model, while the upper tier determines how PISA players use the argumentation
tree in selecting their moves. The proposed strategy model works as explained
below.

The lower tier comprises four of these six strategy levels:

Level L1 - Game mode: This level distinguishes PISA games into two basic
classes: (i) win mode, in which participants attempt to win using as few steps
as possible, so exposing the least amount of information to the opponent. (ii)
dialogue mode, in which games are played to fully explore the characteristics of
the underlying argumentation system and the dialogue game.
Level L2 - Agent Profiles (Amgoud and Maudet 2002): PISA has two agent
profiles: (i) Agreeable Agents which accept arguments whenever possible (at-
tempts to agree with arguments proposed by other participant agents, and only
promotes own argument when agreement is not possible), or (ii) Disagreeable
Agent which only accept argumnets when there is no reason not to. Additiona-
lly, PISA players applying an agreeable profile may either try to agree with all
the other participants or with a pre-specified group of participants.
Level L3 - Strategy Mode: There are two strategy modes: build or destroy.
In the first mode, participants aim to win the game by proposing new rules, thus
building a strong argument. In the second, players try to win by destroying the
adversary’s argument by undermining them either by distinguishing (SA2) these
arguments or by identifying unwanted consequences (SA3).

1Note that we use strategy not in the special sense peculiar to game theory, but rather as a heuristic
guide to move selection, as in ordinary talk of about games where, for example, a chess player adopts an
aggressive or defensive strategy.
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Level L4 -Tactics: This level is concerned with choosing some appropriate
content for the arguments depending on the tactics and heuristics suggested.

The upper tier identifies the manner by which PISA participant agents infer what
move to play next from the current status of the argumentation tree. This tier
comprises two strategy levels:

Level U1: Defines the process by which agents choose their next moves with
respect to the argumentation tree. By consulting this tree, participants can base
their decision on a number of issues with relation to their next moves, such as
which opponent to attack next and which speech act to use.
Level U2: Defines whether an agent has to participate in the current round of
dialogue or not.

Level U1 of the layered strategy has three different modes for deducing the next
moves from the current status of the argumentation trees:

1. Full Tree Inference Mode: enables the derivation of strategies using a full
view of the argumentation tree.

2. Leaf Nodes Inference Mode: leads to strategies with a limited view of the
argumentation tree, considering only the leaf nodes of the tree (un-attacked
moves), when making decision about what moves to play next.

3. One Leaf Node Only Inference Mode: by which the attention of participants
is focused on one and only one un-attacked move.

Recall from Section 2 that a strategy function Playa was identified for each PISA
Participant Agent(a ∈ A). The details of this function are as follows:

Playa : Mposs ×Rposs ×Dcurrent × Sa × Tacticsa →Mposs. (6)

Sa is the Strategy Matrix for the given agent such that:

Sa = [haveParta, tma, gma, profilea, sma] (7)

Where:

1. haveParta identifies whether a has to take part in the next round or not,
haveParta is thus either true or false.

2. tma is the tree inference mode used by a, and is one of
{full, leaves, oneleaf}.

3. gma ∈ GM is the game mode, where GM = {win, dialogue}.
4. profilea ∈ Profile is the agent profile, where Profile =
{agreeable, disagreeable}.

5. sma ∈ SM is the strategy mode, where SM = {build, destroy}.
6. Tacticsa is the tactics matrix including the move preference and the best

move content tactics.

A number of different strategies can be derived from the two-tier strategy model
discussed above according to the values given to each of the parameters of Sa using
the above strategy function. Three Basic Strategies were derived from the given
model in relation to level U2 (upper tier), from which a number of sub-strategies
can be derived. Note that strategies are numbered from S1 to SN, and where
appropriate sub-strategies of a strategy are indicated using SK-M, for example
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Table 3. Summary and suggested ranking of PISA strategies

Name Strategy (S1, S2, S3) Tree Inference Mode Strategy Mode Rank

S3 - - - 1
S2-3-2 S2 Tree Dependent - Full - 2
S1-3-2 S1 Tree Dependent - Full - 3
S2-3-1 S2 Tree Dependent - Leaf Nodes - 4
S1-3-1 S1 Tree Dependent - Leaf Nodes - 5
S2-2-1 S2 Focused Build 6
S2-2-2 S2 Focused Destroy 7
S2-1-1 S2 Blind Build 8
S2-1-2 S2 Blind Destroy 9
S1-2-1 S1 Focused Build 10
S1-2-2 S1 Focused Destroy 11
S1-1-1 S1 Blind Build 12
S1-1-2 S1 Blind Destroy 13

S1-1, and so on. Table 3 provides a summary of these strategies and sub-strategies.
The table gives the strategy indentifier (column 1) and where appropriate the
root strategy (column 2), columns 3 and 4 provide the tree inference (Level U1)
and strategy modes (respectively). The last column presents the ranking of each
strategy: strategies are ranked from one downwards, with one being considered
the smartest strategy. The significance of the rankings will be clarified in Section
4. The strategies are discussed in more detail below.

(S1) Attack Whenever Possible Strategy: PISA Participant Agents may
adopt this strategy to enhance their chances of winning a game by being as ag-
gressive as possible, they attack whenever they can do so with a legal move. Three
sub strategies are derived from the Attack Whenever Possible Strategy according
the modes of U1 identified above. Each mode uses a different process to identify
its opponents:

Blind Attack Whenever Possible Sub-strategy (S1-1): Here, PISA participants
attempt to arbitrarily attack any of the undefeated previous moves; thus the op-
ponent identification process is random (blind). This sub-strategy applies a One
Leaf Node Only Inference Mode. Here two sub-sub-strategies are distinguished
(build S1-1-1 and destroy S1-1-2).
Focused Attack Whenever Possible Sub-strategy (S1-2): Directs the participant’s
attacks according to some ordering of the identified undefeated previous moves.
Thus, it promotes a Leaf Nodes Inference Mode. The proposed strategy uses the
following ordering: the agents will attempt to attack any undefeated nodes repre-
senting the most threatening direct attacks against moves they have previously
played. Such attacks are identified as the leaf nodes directly attacking moves
placed by a particular agent. Here two sub-sub-strategies are also distinguished
(build S1-2-1 and destroy S1-2-2)
Flexible Attack Whenever Possible Sub-strategy (S1-3): Represents the most sop-
histicated of the three sub strategies derived from S1. Here individual participant
agents adopt a focused strategy similar to the one discussed above. However, ins-
tead of being restricted to a build or destroy strategy mode, players may choose
whether to undermine an existing leaf node (undefeated move) or to propose a
counter attack against this node. The switch from build to destroy mode, and
the other way around, depends on the inference mode (Level U1) of the applied
strategy. Two sub-sub-strategies are derived:

1. Leaf Nodes Inference Flexible Attack Whenever Possible - (S1-3-1): Dedu-
ces next moves from the set of the previous un-attacked moves (leaf nodes).
Here, besides distinguishing between the most threatening direct attacks
and other leaf nodes, the agents apply some ordering on the most threa-
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tening direct attacks, and then try to defeat these attacks. We assume a
simple order of direct threats: Green attacks are ordered in a descending
order according to their confidence followed by the Blue attacks ordered in
an ascending order according to their confidence.

2. Full Tree Inference Flexible Attack Whenever Possible - (S1-3-2): Promotes
a full tree perception with the intention of determining an order in which
the player should attempt to attack its opponents.

(S2) Attack Only When Needed Strategy: Here, participants attack their
opponents only when all their proposed arguments so far have been successfully
attacked, or when their attempts to undermine all the other participants have
failed. S2 is further divided into six sub-strategies (S2-1-1, S2-1-2, S2-2-1, S2-2-2,
S2-3-1 and S2-3-2), corresponding to the variants proposed for S1 (see above).

(S3) Attack to Prevent Forecasted Threat Strategy: S3 anticipates forth-
coming attacks against the participant’s existing proposals; thus it is the most
sophisticated strategy type in PISA. Here agents deduce their best next moves ba-
sed on the entire argumentation tree and use their own heuristics to try to calculate
which of their previous moves may be the weakest link in their argument, and then
either propose new rules to strengthen their position, or attack the positions of
other participants before they have the chance to attack them.

4. Arguing in Groups

Having reviewed, in the foregoing Section, the PISA framework for multiparty
Arguing from Experience; the process whereby PISA agents can collaborate toget-
her to jointly produce their arguments can be considered. In this extended variant
of PISA there are more agents than opinions, individual Participant Agents advo-
cating the same thesis (e.g. the same possible classification) are required to join
forces and act as a single Group of Participants. This notion of groups prevents
individual players that share the same objective from arguing without consulting
each other and consequently causing contradictions amongst themselves or atta-
cking each other. Group formation in PISA is a straightforward process: before the
start of a new dialogue all participants advocating the same thesis (classification)
are required to form a Group of Participants. This also applies to new agents joi-
ning an ongoing dialogue. In each group, one member is selected to be the leader
of the group who is usually the smartest and most experienced member of the
group. A player’s smartness relates to its strategy. Hence, the smartest member is
the one with the most sophisticated strategy amongst the group’s members, whe-
re strategies are ranked according to their level of understanding of the history
and the process of the dialogue. The leader guides the inter-group dialogue, and
selects which of the moves suggested by the group’s members to play in the next
round. This inter-group dialogue is a variation of targeted broadcasting where only
group members can listen to what is being discussed. The leader can also redirect
other members’ moves against different opponents, or advise them to follow its
own strategy. This allows the group to benefit from the different moves suggested
by its members according to their different strategies and based on their different
experiences.
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4.1. Group Types

Two factors define the nature of groups: the strategy to be adopted and the
experience of its members. Groups in PISA are divided into two types according
to the strategy factor:

1. Homogeneous groups: Groups of participant agents which apply the
same strategy. In such groups the most experienced player (the one with
the largest background dataset) is the group’s leader. If two or more of
the group members share the same level of experience then one of them is
selected at random to represent the group.

2. Heterogeneous groups: Groups of participant agents with different stra-
tegies. Therefore a strategy ranking is applied to determine who is the
smartest player amongst the group and thus best suited to be its leader. If
two or more players have the smartest strategy then the most experienced
one is selected. If they also have the same experience then one of them is
selected at random. PISA applies the strategy ranking described in Table
3 to determine the smartest possible strategy.

4.2. The Role of the Group Leader (GL)

The Group Leader (GL) has authority over the other members of the group that
allows the leader to perform the following tasks:

Selecting the best move at every round of the dialogue from the candidate mo-
ves suggested by the group’s members. Here, the differences in the member’s
experiences will greatly influence the leader’s decision; members with different
experience will often promote different content for their chosen moves, even whe-
re all the members apply similar strategies.
The leader can compel the more experienced members (if any) to act according
to tits own strategy. If a more experienced member suggests one move, in a given
round, and if the leader judges that a better move could be produced by this
member by following the leader’s strategy, then the leader can instruct this agent
to attempt to generate the leader’s choice. Additional conditions are applied to
ensure that the leader exerts the above authority only when needed, that is if
the experienced members of the group apply weak strategies, and where other
members have failed to produce adequate moves.
The leader can redirect moves suggested by the other members against opponents
other than the ones they have chosen. For instance, if one member suggests an
increase confidence move against one opponent, then the leader may change this
move to a propose new rule move directed at another opponent (possibly because
this opponent threatens the group more). The leader is allowed to redirect moves
only when redirection is more rewarding than the original move.

The role of the leader is not fixed, and it may change during the course of the
dialogue when a new member joins the group, or when the current leader leaves
the dialogue. Therefore PISA uses a token-based technique to identify the group’s
leader, similar to that of (Ambroszkiewicz et al. 1998) where the token is used as
a sign of decision power amongst a team of software agents.

4.3. Intergroup dialogue model

At the start of a new round, if the leader applies a wait and see strategy (S2),
then the leader assesses the argumentation tree and makes a decision as to whether
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the group has to participate or not. If there is no need to take part in the round,
the leader passes the round. Otherwise it requests the other members to suggest
moves, and the following dialogue process occurs:

1. Once all the group members have suggested moves according to their stra-
tegies and experience, the leader compares the member’s moves against its
own strategy and selects the best move according to its own strategy (e.g. if
applying a build strategy, then the move with the highest confidence) and
submits it.

2. If the leader cannot find a move that follows its own strategy and can
not generate this move itself then it can re-direct the submitted moves (if
possible) to match its own strategy (e.g. transforms an increase confidence
move to counter attack).

3. If there exists at least one group member whose experience exceeds a pre-
defined limit, then the leader can ask this member to generate a move
following the leader’s strategy. If a successful move is generated, the leader
submits it to the chairperson. Otherwise the leader re-submits the request
to the other group members.

4. Otherwise, if no desirable moves were generated, then the leader can select
a move from the initially submitted moves to play. If all the group members
fail to suggest any move, the leader passes the round and submits no moves.

4.4. Discussion

Thus far, the processes by which groups of individual Participant Agents with
a common objective (goal, classification) are formed, and a leader for each group
is selected, have been described. Note that the proposed notion of groups prevents
individual participant agents, sharing the same objective, from arguing without
consulting each other and consequently causing contradictions amongst themsel-
ves or attacking each other. The intuition behind group formation in PISA is that
each of the group members will generate the best possible argument according to
their experience/strategy, but only by the inter-group dialogue process (see Sub-
section 4.3) can the group produce the best possible overall argument. Thus, groups
in PISA represent a means for agents to form coalitions. Another interesting issue
is temporary coalitions in which a number of participants may attempt to tempo-
rarily agree with each other for strategic reasons, in order to overcome stronger
opponents. In this case, a number of participants could form a temporary coalition
by which they join forces and cease attacking each other for a limited number
of rounds for the purposes of defeating the stronger opponent(s). Once this goal
is achieved, say when the stronger opponent(s) drops out of the dialogue game,
then the participants in the “temporary coalition” can break up and resume atta-
cking each other as they would have done prior to forming the coalition. Equipping
PISA Participant Agents with a mechanism to form temporary coalitions is seen
as a substantial further extension of the PISA Framework, and a number of is-
sues remain to be addressed in future work if a successful implementation of such
coalitions is to be realised.

5. Example

One motivation for group formation in PISA is that agents advocating the same
opinion should not attack each other. Another motivation is that the overall per-
formance of PISA could benefit from dividing the same collection of data available
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Figure 1. The argumentation tree for the example presented in Section 5

to one agent between a reasonable number of agents forming a group arguing for
the same opinion as the original agent. The idea is that the operation of the group
would allow its members to jointly produce better arguments than in the case of
a single agent. This section illustrates this notion of groups by the means of an
example using an artificial dataset representing a fictional housing benefit scenario,
Retired Persons Housing Allowance (RPHA) (as previously used in (Bench-Capon
1993) and (Mozina et al. 2005)). RPHA is payable to a person who is of an age
appropriate to retirement, whose housing costs exceed one fifth of their available
income, and whose capital is inadequate to meet their housing costs (established
as less than £3,000). Such persons should also be resident in the country, or absent
only by virtue of service to the nation, and should have an established connection
with the UK labour force. The scenario was interpreted in such a way that four
classes could be identified:

1. (Fully) Entitled : The candidate satisfies all of the above conditions (as in
(Bench-Capon 1993)).

2. Entitled with Priority : The candidate satisfies all of the above and one of
the following: (i) has paid contributions in four out of the last five years and
either has no more than £2000 capital, or the housing costs are substantially
more than is needed for entitlement; or (ii) is a member of the armed forces
and has paid contributions in each of the last five years.

3. Partially Entitled : The candidate satisfies the age condition, and also sa-
tisfies one of the following: (i) has paid contributions in four out of the last
five years and either has no more than £1000 above the original capital
limit (£3000), or the housing costs are only slightly below what is requi-
red for entitlement; or (ii) is employed in the Merchant Navy and has paid
contributions in all of the last five years.

4. Not Entitled : The candidate fails to satisfy any of the above.

In our experiment we assume four different benefit offices providing RPHA in
four different regions, each with a dataset of 1500 benefit records. Each dataset
is assigned to a PISA Participant Agent. Thus a total of four Participant Agents
engage in dialogues regarding the classification of RPHA claims, each agent defen-
ding one of the above four classifications. The support and confidence thresholds
were set to 1 % and 50 % respectively (the default thresholds in the data mining
community). Given the specific new case of a female applicant, aged 78 years, who
is a UK resident whose capital and income fall in the right range (≤£2000 and
≤15 %, respectively), and who has paid contributions in four out of the last five
years them, according to the above listed conditions, the case should be classified
as Entitled with Priority.

Using PISA in its standard form, without using groups, the dialogue proceeds
as illustrated by the argument tree presented in Figure 1(a). The diagram features
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four agents labelledPR (Priority Entitled), EN (Entitled), PE (Partially Entitled)
and NE (Not Entitled) who all apply the same focused build attack when possible
strategy (S1-1-1). The diagram should be viewed in conjunction with Table 4 which
presents the dialogue, and gives the premises and conclusions of the various rules
put forward. The dialogue commences when the chairperson invites EN to propose
the opening argument, EN proposes R1. R1 is then attacked by the other three
agents in the second round (R2, R3 and R4). At the end of round 2PE is ahead as
it has the best un-attacked rule. In round three PE proposes a counter rule against
NE’s previous rule (R5), EN proposes a new rule (R6) to attack the current best
rule (R3) and NE distinguishes PE’s argument (R7). Thus PE maintains its lead.
Note that PR has not contributed to round three.

In round four: NE distinguishes PE’s rule from round three (R8), PR proposes a
counter rule against PE’s rule of round three (R9), PE increases the confidence of
its previous move (R3) by playing R10 and EN proposes a new rule R11. Now PR
is winning, but in the fifth round its winning rule (R10) can be distinguished by
NE (R12). Additionally, both EN and PE have moves in this round (R13 and R14,
respectively). PR however can increase the confidence in its previous move (R4) by
playing R15, but the resulting rule does not have enough confidence to maintain
PR’s lead. In the sixth round NE distinguishes PE’s argument (R13) using R16,
PR distinguishes R13 using R17, and EN and PE play new rules (R18 and R19
respectively). No more arguments are now possible, and so the final classification is
that the candidate should be entitled to normal rather than priority benefit, which
is the wrong classification.

Let us now assume that the data available to the agent (office) arguing that
the case should classify as priority entitled (PR), is divided between four PISA
Participant Agents as follows: PR1 (25 %), PR2 (15 %), PR3 (35 %) and PR4
(25 %), and that these agents form a group with PR3 being the most experienced
agent. Let us also assume that PR1 and PR2 apply a build strategy (S1-1-1), PR3
and PR4 apply a destroy strategy (S1-1-2), and that PR1 is selected as the Group
Leader (GL). The new dialogue commences in the same manner as the previously
with EN proposing R1. In round two, the other three agents attack R1, EN and
PE play the same moves as in the previous example (R2 and R3). PR however,
attacks using a different rule (Figure 1(b)). Both PR1 (the GL)and PR2 propose
a counter rule against EN’s move from round one, while PR3 and PR4 suggest
distinguishing this move. PR1 chooses its own move, as it has the highest confidence
and consequently plays R4′ 1:

R4′: PR - Proposes a Counter Rule against a move previously played by EN. Gender= female
and Capital ≤ £2000 →priority entitled. c=53.89 %.

In round three, PE, EN and NE play the same moves as before (R5′, R6 and
R7 respectively). However, here PE directs its move against PR’s previous (group)
move (R4′). In round 4, NE and PE play the same moves (R8 and R10) as before,
EN also pays the same move (R11′), but here it is directed against NE’s move from
round two (R2). In the PR group, participants PR2 and PR4 have no moves, the
GL therefore suggests a counter move against PE, but it cannot be played (the
proposed rule has insufficient confidence), and PR3 suggests distinguishing PE’s
move from the last round (R6). GL, however, requests the following from PR3:

RequestMove(propose counter rule, confidence>62.29 %).

1Primed rules (e.g. R4′) represent rules (or moves) that are different in the second dialogue. For instance:
R4′ is different from R4, whereas, R1,R2 and R3 are identical in both dialogues
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Table 4. The result- dialogue of the first example (c = confidence).

Round Argument (AR)
1 R1: EN - Proposes a New Rule: Residency = UK and Contrib Y1= paid → entitled. c =

50.61 %.
2 R2: NE - Distinguishes a previous move. The case has the additional feature: Contrib Y5 =

not paid→entitled with c 20.0 % only.
R3: PE- Proposes a Counter Rule against a move previously played by EN: Contrib Y1=
paid and Contrib Y2= paid→ priority entitled. c = 54.79 %.
R4: PR - Distinguishes a previous move. The case has the additional feature: Capital ≤ £2000
→ entitled with c= 35.66 % only.

3 R5: PE- Proposes a Counter Rule against a move previously played by NE: Contrib Y1 =
paid, Contrib Y2=paid and Contrib Y3=paid→partially entitled. c = 62.29 %.
R6: EN- Proposes a New Rule against a move previously played by PE: Income ≤ 15 % and
Contrib Y2= paid→entitled. c = 54.83 %.
R7: NE distinguishes PE’s argument by pointing out that capital ≤ £2000 and residence=UK
→ partial benefits with c = 19.24 % only.

4 R8: NE - Distinguishes PE’s previous move (R5). The case has the additional feature: Resi-
dence = UK→ partially entitled with c 27.60 % only.
R9: PR- Proposes a New Rule against a move previously played by PE: Gender=female. 75
≤ Age ≤80, Income ≤ 15 %, Capital ≤ £2000 and Contrib Y2= paid →priority entitled. c
= 74.83 %.
R10: PE - Increases the confidence of a previous rule by stating that the case has additional
feature: Gender=female→partially entitled. c = 70.05 %.
R11: EN - Proposes a New Rule against a move previously played by PE: Residency= UK,
Contrib Y3= paid and Contrib Y4= paid→entitled. c = 69.12 %.

5 R8: NE - Distinguishes PE’s previous move (round 4). The case has the additional features:
Residence=UK and Contrib Y5=not paid→partially entitled with c 23.71 % only.
R13: PE- Proposes a New Rule against a move previously played by PR. The case has
the following features: Gender=female, Contrib Y1= paid, Contrib Y2=paid and Contrib
Y3=paid →partially entitled. c = 76.83 %.
R14: EN- Proposes a New Rule against a move previously played by PR. The case has the
following features: Gender=female, 75 ≤ Age ≤ 80, Residency=UK and Contrib Y2= paid
→entitled. c = 74.24 %.
R15: PR - Increases the confidence of a previous rule by stating that the case has additional
features: Contrib Y3=paid, Contrib Y4= paid→entitled. c = 75.58 %.

6 R16: NE - distinguishes PE’s argument (R13) by pointing out that the additional features:
Residency=UK and Capital ≤ £2000 →partial benefits with c=25.36 % only.
R17: PR - distinguishes PE’s argument (R13) by pointing out that the additional features:
Income ≤ 15 % and Capital ≤ £2000 → with c=14.22 % only.
R18: EN- Proposes a New Rule against a move previously played by PE: 75 ≤ Age ≤ 80,
Residency=UK and Contrib Y5= Not paid→entitled. c = 83.54 %.
R19: PE- Proposes a New Rule against a move previously played by EN: Gender=female,
75 ≤ Age ≤80, Contrib Y1 = paid, Contrib Y2= paid, Contrib Y3=paid, Contrib Y4=paid
→partially entitled. c = 82.69 %.

PR3 succeeds in mining the requested move, and GL puts forward the resulting
move (R9′):

R9′: PR- Proposes a New Rule against a move previously played by
PE. 75 ≤ Age ≤ 80, Income ≤ 15 %, Capital ≤ £2000 and Contrib Y2=
Paid→priority entitled. c = 72.13 %.

In round five, NE PE and EN play the same moves as before (R12, R13 and R14,
respectively). In the PR group, a similar decision to the previous round is taken,
and the leader puts forward the move requested from P3:

R15′: PR- Proposes a Counter Rule against a move previously played by
PE: 75 ≤ Age ≤ 80, Income ≤ 15 %, Contrib Y1 =Paid, Contrib Y2= Paid
and Contrib Y3=Paid→priority entitled. c = 77.34 %.

Finally, in round six, all the participants make moves:

PE and EN play the same moves as the first example (R18 and R19, respectively).
EN distinguishes PR group’s argument (R15′) by pointing out that Resi-
dency=UK and Contribution Y5=not paid, only gives partial benefits with
33.69 % confidence.
Similarly to the previous rounds, the PR GL (PR1) directs its members to play
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the following move:
� (R17′): PR- Proposes a Counter Rule against a move previously played

by PE: 75 ≤ Age ≤ 80, Income ≤ 15 %, Contrib Y1=Paid, Contrib Y2=
Paid, Contrib Y3=Paid and Contrib Y4=Paid →priority entitled. c =
84.55 %.

No more arguments are possible at this stage, and so the final classification is
that the case should be classified as priority entitled. Note that the right class
emerged as a result of PR being a group of four agents, and even though each
agent individually had less data than the first example, collectively they were able
to generate better arguments.

6. Experimental Evaluation

The effectiveness of Arguing from Experience has been demonstrated through a
number of experiments reported in previous papers (e.g. PADUA was evaluated in
Wardeh et al (2008b)). PISA was first evaluated in Wardeh et al. (2009a), in which
it was shown that PISA also performed better than, or as well as, its competitors.
The particular benefits of Arguing from Experience for classification were, however,
shown most clearly in Wardeh et al. (2009b), where PISA was shown to produce
robust results even when the datasets of the included agents were infected with
different levels of noise (up to 50 %).

In this section we empirically evaluate the proposed extension to the PISA frame-
work for argumentation-based classification using groups. The evaluation comprises
a number of experiments designed to test the hypothesis that argumentation-based
classification using groups improves the quality of the resulting predictions compa-
red to other methods such as decision trees or ensemble paradigms. Moreover, we
also conjecture that the improved accuracy achieved will increase as the number
of agents supporting each possible classification increases up to some limit defined
by the size of the data available. Four categories of experiments were conducted to
investigate both the application of the extended version of PISA (with groups) as
a classifier and the operation of the group concept in general. The four categories
of experiment may be itemized as follows:

Effectiveness of groups in argumentation: Experiments to demonstrate
that classification using PISA groups produces more accurate results than when
using PISA agents in isolation.
Group Size: Experiments to determine the effect of varying the group size.
Data Size: Experiments to determine the effect on accuracy according to the
amount of data available to individuals in a group.
Data Balance: Experiments to investigate the outcome where the data available
to the individuals in a group is unbalanced.

These experiments are discussed in detail in the following four subsections.

6.1. Effectiveness of Groups in argumentation

The first set of experiments applied PISA to a number of real-world datasets
taken from the UCI Repository of machine learning databases (Blake and Merz
1998), selected to cover a wide variety of domains. Two experimental setups were
used. In the first each dataset was equally divided amongst a number of participant
agents according to the number of possible classes in each dataset; while in the se-
cond PISA was run using a number of groups (equal to the number of possible
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Figure 2. Results of TCV tests using the same number of players per group using UCI repository datasets.

classes in each dataset), each comprising 4 Participant Agents. Figure 2 show the
classification accuracies (The percentage of correctly classified cases), using Ten
Cross Validation (TCV), and applying PISA with and without groups. These re-
sults are compared against those of C4.5 (Quinlan 1993) and Bagging (Brieman
1996). The results indicate that PISA performs consistently well (producing high
accuracy with respect to most of the datasets), often outperforming the other two
classification paradigms included in the experiment; and giving comparable results
to the decision tree methods, which are particularly well suited to data sets such as
the Nursery data set. The results demonstrate that PISA tends to perform better
using groups than individual agents: it seems that the greater the number of sepa-
rate databases (group size) the greater the number of arguments found, enabling
a more thorough exploration of the problem. Note that the only dataset where the
accuracy of the predictions generated using PISA with groups is worse than all the
other paradigms is the relatively small Pima dataset, where each participant could
be assigned only 96 records.

6.2. Group Size

In the second set of experiments PISA was applied to a number of variations
of the artificial Housing Benefits datasets (introduced in Section 5). The objective
was to investigate the operation of groups within PISA with respect to group size.
This experiment assumed that the amount of data available to each PISA group
was fixed and equally divided amongst its members, similar to an ensemble-like
approach to classification (e.g. (Brieman 1996)). Thus, if too many players were
assigned to a single group, each will be assigned a very small dataset and the
members would not be able to mine adequate rules. Five sets of TCV tests were
carried out using the Housing Benefits dataset. PISA was run using four groups
comprising (respectively) 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 (participant) agents each, each group
corresponding to one of the possible four classes in the dataset. In each test the
original dataset was divided equally amongst the players. Figure 3(a) presents the
results of these tests, which indicate that, in general, PISA operates better when
using groups of players. More than one agent advocating the same classification,
using the notion of groups, seems to have positive effects on the accuracy of the
resulting dialogues, due to the fact that a range of arguments can be mined from
the different datasets, each presenting different experience. Thus more options will
be available to the group as a whole, from which the group’s leader can select the
best course of action. However, the increase in accuracy is relative to the amount
of data given to each agent in the dialogues. If the data is not sufficient to mine
adequate ARs, the operation of PISA will not benefit from dividing the data any
further. Thus, for a fixed amount of data, performance begins to degrade if there
are too many players in the group (i.e. the data available to each individual gets
too small).

6.3. DataSize

The Third experiment was conducted to investigate the relationship between
the amount of data available to the group as a whole and the performance of the
group. For this purpose, a number of Housing Benefits datasets, each comprising
1000 records, were generated. PISA was run with four groups, each comprising
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Figure 3. Relation between number of players and PISA accuracy when players are
given fixed amount of data.

the same number of players. But here, each player was given one of the generated
datasets. Thus, the more players that join a group, the more experience available
to the group as a whole. Again a number of TCV tests were conducted. For each
test, the number of players in each group was randomly generated. Figure 3(b)
shows the result of these tests. Note that the overall accuracy benefits from the
increase in the size of the groups. For instance, the average accuracy when each
group comprised five players was 95.5 %. However as more members were added,
the accuracy increased to reach 98.06 %.

6.4. Unbalanced Groups

The fourth set of experiments (again using TCV) was directed at determining
the effects of unbalanced groups on accuracy. For example a big group might win
when it should lose, while a small group might loose when it should win. For this
set of experiments, the four groups in the previous set of experiments were assigned
random numbers of players. Each player was given a similar sized Housing Benefits
dataset, as above. Four random players’ allocations were generated, and TCV was
conducted for each allocation (Table 5). The results of these tests suggest that the
two effects highlighted above hold, namely: (i) *** EFFECT ONE *** and (ii) ***
EFFECT TWO ***. In order to clarify this point, supplementary information was
generated with respect to the winning groups for each allocation (TCV1 to TCV4).
The results demonstrated that in TCV1, group G4 (with only one member) has
failed to win 30.16 % of the cases that it should have won; 94.25 % of these ca-
ses were won by G1 (the group with the highest number of players) *** I DONT
UNDERSTAND THE MATHS HERE, G1 LOOSS 30.16 % OF THE CASES SO
HOW CAN THE ACCURACY BE 90.21 %? ***. Similar results were reported
with the other TCV tests. Table 6 illustrates, for each group, the percentage of
cases that each group failed to classify correctly. In every case the smallest group
misses the most opportunities and the largest group fewest. *** TABLE 6, CON-
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Table 5. Four random allocations for random number of parti-

cipants per group.

Participants TCV1 TCV2 TCV3 TCV4

G1 8 5 1 3
G2 4 8 7 8
G3 4 1 4 2
G4 1 3 5 3
PISA Accuracy 90.21 % 91.73 % 93.91 % 94.38 %

Table 6. Percentage of misclassified cases that

should have been won by each group from Table5.

Test TCV1 TCV2 TCV3 TCV4

G1 0.00 % 2.81 % 21.05 % 4.90 %
G2 1.74 % 0.00 % 0.31 % 0.00 %
G3 3.26 % 29.08 % 1.90 % 10.90 %
G4 30.16 % 1.19 % 1.10 % 6.68 %

SIDERING TCV1, IF approximately 35 % OF CASES ARE WRONG HOW CAN
THE ACCURACY BE REPORTED AS 90.21 % IN TABLE 5 ***

6.5. Evaluation Summary

Our analysis suggests that PISA can be profitably exploited as a valuable means
of classification. The advantageous features of PISA with groups, identified in the
foregoing, may be summerised as follows:

By using groups better (more accurate) results are obtained than when agents
are used in isolation.
PISA can be used with datasets of any size. However, it is advised to use PISA
with moderately large sets so that the individual players have a reasonably sized
“experience base” to argue from. Very large datasets should be split and groups
used. Very small datasets perform less well, and do not afford the advantages
that can come from groups.
By dividing one dataset amongst a reasonable number of agents, distributed over
a number of groups, PISA can act as an ensemble technique whose performance
is compatible with other well-known ensemble methods.
PISA has a wide range of configuration parameters, such as the number of pla-
yers in each group and the strategy setup for each player; by changing some of
these parameters the course of PISA dialogues can be modified to better fit the
characteristics and size of the underlying dataset (i.e. nature of the application).

A further, general advantage of PISA, is that it does not require a training phase,
unlike other similar systems. Furthermore, PISA produces only a limited number
of ARs, sufficient to classify the given case without the need to generate all possible
rules.

7. Related Work

Concerning the automatic generation of arguments from collections of previous
examples, the work in (Governatori and Stranieri 2001) investigates the feasibility
of KDD in order to facilitate the discovery of defeasible rules for legal decision
making. Arguing from experience presents an approach to argumentation related
to that of (Governatori and Stranieri 2001) and bridges the gaps in their proposal
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(e.g. their technique can operate only on small datasets). More importantly, PISA
offers a more efficient means to exploit databases for the production of arguments.

In (Ontañon and Plaza 2008) an argumentation framework for learning agents
is articulated. This framework has similarities with the one proposed here in that
it takes the experience, in the form of past cases, of agents into consideration.
However, in (Ontañon and Plaza 2008) Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) techniques
are used to generate arguments from past examples, as well as a means to define
the preference relation between the generated arguments. PISA on the other hand
implements a more straightforward ARM techniques to produce arguments and
applies a preference relation based upon the support/confidence measures. In (On-
tañon and Plaza 2008) a framework is also presented for multiparty argumentation
to enable a committee of agents to jointly deliberate about given cases. However,
unlike PISA, the communication between the arguing agents is direct (there is no
mediator agent).

An earlier example of un-mediated multi party argumentation can be found in
(Tambe and Jung 1999)), where turn taking is tokenised. The protocol consists of a
series of rounds. In the initial round, the agents state their individual predictions for
the case in question, and broadcast these predictions to the involved agents. Then,
in subsequent rounds, a token passing mechanism enables agents (one at a time)
to attack other agents (also one at a time) if they disagree with their prediction.
When an agent receives an attack, it informs the attacker whether it accepts the
counterargument (and changes its prediction) or not. Also, when an agent has the
token it can answer to such attacks, by generating the counter attacks. When all
the agents have had the token once, the token returns to the first agent, and so on.
The communication between the agents continues in the same manner until they
all agree on a prediction, or if a given number of rounds has passed and no agent
has generated any counterargument. Moreover, if at the end of the argumentation
the agents have not reached an agreement, then a voting mechanism that uses the
confidence of each prediction as weights is used to decide the final solution. PISA
differs in that it relies on an argumentation artifact (the argumentation tree), and
mediator agent (the chairperson) to facilitate the argumentation process between a
number of agents. Thus, PISA agents focus on generating the best arguments rather
than on the communication amongst themselves. Additionally, instead of voting,
PISA applies a tie-resolution mechanism where agreement can not be reached in a
given number of rounds.

Some work has also been done regarding n-person argumentation games. For
example in (Pham et al. 2008) a defeasible logic approach is presented to address
situations requiring agents to settle on a common goal despite the fact that their
agendas may contain conflicting goals. This group of agents applies the majority
rule to identify the “most common” claim. This approach is argued to simplify the
complexity of n-person argumentation games into two-group games: one supports
the major claim, the other opposing it. PISA, on the other hand, addresses situa-
tions where there is no “major claim”, but rather each participant has its own
claim, and the situation requires consideration of each of these claims as legitimate
stand-alone claims.

Teamwork has been the focus of much research in the fields of distributed AI and
Multi Agent Systems. In (Horling and Lesser 2005) an “agent team” is identified
as consisting of a number of cooperative agents which have agreed to work together
toward a common goal. Additionally, in (Horling and Lesser 2005), teams attempt
to maximise the utility of the team (goal) itself, rather than that of the individual
members. The notion of groups in PISA can be likened to teamwork: the group
members share the common goal of establishing their mutual point of view. Within
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a team, each agent will take on one or more roles as needed to address the subtasks
required by the team goal. The roles may change over time in response to planned
or unplanned events, while the high-level goal itself usually remains relatively con-
sistent. In PISA groups there are only two roles: team leader and regular member.
The leader role can shift to new members if they have a better strategy or more
experience than the current leader. Thus it is a dynamic role. Similar notions of
leadership can be found in (Klusch and Gerber 2001) and (Bai and Zhang 2005),
where the leading agent acts as a representative and intermediary for the group as
a whole.

In (Dignum et al. 2001) a four-stage formal model of teamwork is presented.
The first stage is potential recognition in which the agent that takes the initia-
tive tries to find out which agents are potential candidates for achieving a given
overall goal and how these can be combined in a team. The second stage is team
formation to construct the team that will try to achieve the goal. The third stage
is plan formation. Here the team divides the goal into subtasks, associates these
with actions and allocates these actions to team members. The last stage is plan
execution in which the team members execute the allocated actions and monitor
the appropriate colleagues. The first stage is straightforward in PISA, because the
chairperson assigns participants to groups (teams) according to their goals. Thus,
the agents do not need to carry out these tasks themselves. Additionally, group
formation in PISA is a clear-cut process when compared with the work on team
formation in the literature (a survey of which can be found in (Horling and Lesser
2005)). This is mainly because PISA groups members aim at achieving one task:
mining the best possible argument in the context of the ongoing dialogue, accor-
ding to their strategy and experience. The in-group dialogue process presented in
this paper falls into the last two of the above stages. Again the task in PISA is
relatively simple and homogeneous: the group members attempt to generate the
best possible argument, from their individual sets of experience, and then apply
this argument in the most appropriate way with respect to the current dialogue,
whereas teams more generally are seen as undertaking much more complex and
varied tasks, and may even require different abilities from different team members.

Finally, some work on the use of argumentation to facilitate classification can be
found in the literature. In (Amgoud and Serrurier 2008) a formal argumentation
framework for classification is proposed in which arguments are constructed for
and against each possible classification of a given example. Similar to PISA, the-
se arguments can then be evaluated and a plausible classification of the example
suggested. However, in (Amgoud and Serrurier 2008) it is assumed that a set of
hypothesis is associated with the learning examples, whereas PISA has no such
assumption. Additionally, in (Amgoud and Serrurier 2008), the strength of each
argument is identified in such manner that the arguments coming from the set
of training examples are stronger than arguments built from the set of hypothe-
ses; whereas PISA applies support/confidence measures to evaluate the strength of
the generated arguments. Moreover, in (Amgoud and Serrurier 2008), the work
described only focuses on the single agent situation.

Other work has tried to improve the performance of classification methods by
combining them with argumentation techniques. In (Mozina et al. 2005) the idea
of augmented examples is introduced to improve the results of the CN2 machine
learning technique (Clark and Niblett 1989). However, the approach in (Mozina
et al. 2005) requires consultation with a domain expert, who decides on the right
class labels for misclassified cases. The expert also generates the arguments asso-
ciated with such cases, so as to drive a refinement process. Their approach has a
single learning agent, and a human expert to explain misclassifications. Additiona-
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lly, their argumentation process involves two options only, whilst PISA can handle
any number of options. In (Ontañon and Plaza 2010), the concept of learning from
communication was introduced to show that the accuracy of the learning process
can benefit from communication (via argumentation) among a number of agents
(as espoused by PIZA).

8. Conclusions and Future Directions

Intis paper we have described a mechanism whereby any number of agents can
participate in a dialogue to decide how a case should be classified using arguments
mined (on the fly) from individual datasets. The agents form groups of agents
supporting each possible classification and these groups collaborate to decide on the
best next move. The use of groups can improve the quality of the classification, even
when the data is simply divided amongst different agents (i.e. no more additional
data is made available) over the situation where each classification was supported
by a single agent. Our experiments suggest that for any given problem there is
an optimal size for the agent’s datasets; and by allowing the available data to
be divided amongst agents in this way, ensures that the available data can be
deployed to the best effect, whatever its size. Further experiments show that more
data improves the quality of classification provided that the data can be deployed in
optimally sized chunks. The PISA is available available for anonymous download at
http://www.csc.liv.ac.uk/m̃aya/PISA App.html. In future work the authors intend
to explore dynamic groups, whereby agents that become convinced of a different
classification can join the appropriate group rather than leaving the game. Also we
intend to explore the effect of coalitions whereby two groups can temporarily join
forces against a currently stronger adversary.
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